Product Options
Vrogum offers a wide range of
windows and doors.
As to size, profiles, fittings etc.
according to individual needs and
wishes, you can choose what is just
right for you.

discover
the difference ...

Several years of experience on the
export markets combined with
maintaining good craftsmanship
guarantees Vrogum’s continuous abillity
to offer the perfect solution – adapted
to local architectural traditions.

Take a walk in the forest, breathe
deeply, experience the fragrances,
look at the play of sunlight through
branches, leaves and trees – feel
nature.

Outward opening

Inward opening

Wood is Nature’s
own Product
From the forest we harvest wood,
a living material which deservedly
has been the most preferred material
for construction throughout many
centuries.
Wood is a lasting raw material
which will always be used and preferred.
Best for the Environment
When choosing wooden windows
and doors manufactured from
sustainable forestry or you make
a deliberate choice to protect the
environment.
The content of nitrogen, absorbed
in the wood, thus remains throughout the long life of windows and
front doors and at the same time
as new trees are being replanted
for further nitrogen absorption.
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Special Items

From
Forest…

w o o d e n

w i n d o w s

a n d

d o o r s

Every proccess contributes to
minimizing the greenhouse effect.
Construction Material
of the Future
Wood is functional and flexible –
it is easy to prepare without using
large quantities of energy.
Wood may be disposed of without
unnecessary strain on the environment. Using wood is a wise decision
– also for the next generations.
Wooden Windows and
Doors
With wooden windows and doors
you invite nature into your home
and obtain a pleasant indoor
climate with plenty of room to live
and breathe.
A natural product that lasts year
after year.

United States

– to
Wood...

– to Vrogum
Windows and Doors

Vrogum – a Window to the Entire World
Iceland

Greenland

Wood provides your home with
warmth, cosiness and atmosphere.
It is a fantastic material with many
characteristics, making it perfect for
windows as well as doors.
Vrogum understands the
importance of carefully selecting its
wood, ensuring outstanding quality
which forms the basis for a long and
problem-free product life.
When selecting the wood, we must
also consider the environment
and future generations – therefore
Vrogum only uses both soft- and
hard- wood but only from
sustainable forestry.

The timber used in the production
of our high quality windows and
doors are all certified under the
PEFC certification scheme.
The PEFC Council (Programme for
the Endorsement of Forest
Certification schemes) is an independent, non-profit,
Non-Governmental organisation,
founded in 1999 which promotes
sustainably managed forest through
independent third party
certification. The PEFC provides an
assurance mechanism to purchasers
of wood and paper products that
they are promoting the sustainable
management of forests.

PEFC is a global umbrella
organisation for the assessment and
mutual recognition of national
forest certification schemes
developed in a multi-stakeholder
process. These national schemes
build upon the Inter-Governmental
processes for the promotion of
sustainable forest management, a
series of on-going mechanisms
supported by 149 governments
in the world covering 85% of the
world's forest area.

Certifified forests produces
millons of tonnes of certified timber
to the market place, making PEFC
the world's largest resource of
certified timber.

Norway

Sweden

Vrogum delivers the product most
suitable for your house – whatever
style or environment.
Vrogum supplies for new builds as
well as old buildings, renovated to
maintain the architecture of days
past.
Individual Solutions
Vrogum manufactures windows and
doors in any size, design or
colour and with the required
fittings. Round, oval, square,
slanting or items in odd sizes
– practically all dimensions are
possible.
High Quality= Long Life
Vrogum puts emphasis on superior
quality, not only in its choice of
timber, but also in the design,
selection of fittings and
manufacturing process. As
durability is essential, Vrogum
ensures longevity through its
environmentally-friendly priming
and surface treatments.
Vrogum guarantees all its products.

Product Characteristics
Vrogum’s windows are manufactured
to open both inwards and outwards,
and are characterised by slim
profiles and narrow glazing bars.
Low-energy glass and silicone top
seal on the outside are standard.
For further technical details and
product information, please contact
Vrogum. You are also welcome to
visit our homepage www.vrogum.dk

The Netherlands

Japan
Denmark

Ireland

England
Austria

France

Portugal

Germany

Vrogum’s reference list is long. Over
the years, Vrogum has been to many
countries, completing many
interesting products.
Years of active marketing on the
export markets have made Vrogum
products well-known in numerous
different countries, under many
different climatic conditions. The
climate makes great demands on
quality, and the use of good raw
materials ensures the p roduct’s
long-lasting and uncomplicated life
in the cold North as well as under the
hot sun in the South.

Craftsman Traditions
– Visions in the Future

Once upon a time in a small village
by the name of Vrøgum, a joiner’s
workshop was founded by a man
named Lars Peter Mølgaard. That
was in 1957.
The demand for good workmanship, in particular windows and
doors, increased – and so did the
company. Therefore, it moved to
Oksbøl, another small village nearby
in 1972.
Vrogum is known as a company
that cares for the environment, and
through its activities gives high priority to the internal working climate
as well as the external environment.
And has made a deliberate attempt
to eliminate obvious environmental
strains through the reduction of
energy consumption and optimising
waste handling. Working together

with the Danish Environmental
Protection Agency, Vrogums environmental awareness is well documented.
Vrogum is keen on maintaining
old craftsman traditions. Without
compromising quality in details,
these traditions have been successfully adapted into the manufacturing process, combining traditional
production processes with modern
technology.
The innovative electronic world has
made its entry everywhere in the
company, such as in cooperation
with IT suppliers to develop software for paperless handling on all
stages from offer to delivery of the
goods.
Vrogum markets its products not
only through brochures like this,
but also through the website www.
vrogum.dk.
Look through our brochure – we
hope it will give you inspiration and
leave you wanting more.
Whether choosing windows or
doors for a new building,
renovation or restoration, the
possibilities are endless.
Our kindest regards
Vrogum A/S
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New

Building

Building a new home with individual windows
and doors from Vrogum gives you endless options in a
new and innovative design and architecture.
Modern with large glass sections emphasising design and
exciting new and natural light effects or traditional buildings in a
modern version.

3

N E W

B U I L D I N G
4068

4072
4052

4006

3022

When building a new
home, the options in
architecture are countless.
You may decide on small,
charming bay windows
or large, elegant glass
fronts.

3181

3193

3256
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N E W

B U I L D I N G

3199
4085

3075

4078

4058

4099

3069

3077

Building a new home allows
you to consider quality and
economy in the warmness
of the wood, perfect surface
treatment and super low
energy panes.
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N E W

3043

3211

3088

B U I L D I N G

3092

3045

3018

3208
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N E W

B U I L D I N G

4061

3262

3176

3149

4079

3074

3078

3139
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N E W

B U I L D I N G

4065

3112
4086

3285

3038

4066

4077

3095
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4028

When renovating your home, it should be done with
consideration and respect for the architecture of the building
Vrogum is an expert in slim profiles, matching the original
windows and doors.
A wide range of individual profiles makes it possible to renovate
without changing the visusal impression of a building, while maintaining
the atmosphere and natural light from the outside. Vrogum offers individual
solutions without the loss of original character.

Individual

Renovation
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I N D I V I D U A L

R E N O V A T I O N

4223

3084
4186

3255

4199

4112

3015

Natural wear and tear
combined with changes
to a building over time,
causes demand for a
flexible window and
door system.

4101

4131

4135
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R E N O V A T I O N
I N D I V I D U A L

4022

Small or large, traditional or modern, the
common denominator
is a wish to maintain the
original and individual
character of your home.

4137

4161

4044

4037

4019

4081

4155

4149
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I N D I V I D U A L

R E N O V A T I O N

3259

3002

3129

4127

4116

4120

3180
4014
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3029

3031

The Ecologic Way

Windows and doors from Vrogum are perfect for the ecologic and environmental concerned way of building.
At Vrogum we focus very much on the environment-friendly thoughtfulness.
Throughout the entire course of production we seek to put a minimal
burden on the environment.
We only allow timber from documented sustainable forestry.
Thus, we preserve the forest for future generations too.
Due to a consistent and documented ecological
policy, Vrogum has been selected to supply
to ecologic pioneer products several
places in Europe on many
occasions.

of Building
23

Consider nature
– choose wood.
Save energy
– choose wood.
Consider future
generations
– choose wood, which
is replanted.

O F

B U I L D I N G

3032

4225

T H E

E C O L O G I C

W A Y

4229

The ecologic way of
building also gives rise to
new thinking and
exciting and different
architecture.
Nothing is impossible
when you choose
windows and doors from
Vrogum.

4174

4204

4216

4209
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4024

Conservatories

Today, conservatories give you a room where you can relax.
Imagine having an extra room in your house for all the family to
use, for any purpose. Imagine that room bathed in natural ligth all
year round. You get closer to nature and experience the elements
- without actually being outside.
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C O N S E R V A T O R I E S

3016

Units for conservatories
can be designed to suit
your need and blend in
perfectly with any house.

3017

4097

Bring the outside in and
enjoy natural light all day
long with a stylish and
spacious conservatory. The
lightness and airiness of a
conservatory may lead to a
whole new lifestyle.

3237

3221

3119

3156
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C O N S E R V A T O R I E S

4095

3110

4069

4025

3080

A conservatory is a
superb house improvement. A year round
flexible extension to
your house that brings
an extra dimension to
your living space and
adds value to your
home.

3241

31

3097

Doors

– Individual Options

3067

4180

3192

3280

33

D O O R S

3273

3276

3117

4146

Doors from
Vrogum give your
house the extra
individual character.
The first and the last
thing to be seen and
noticed.
The quality of your
house is reflected in your
door.

3116

4008

35

D O O R S

4133

3060

Imagine life behind
these doors. Untold stories of daily life. But the
residents of these homes
all have one thing in
common – an interest
in good workmanship,
which will make a striking impression.

3072

4108

3187

3059

3146

3279
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D O O R S

4200

3131

3143

3145

4201

3073
3083

3123

3049
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D O O R S

3178

4045

3224

3153

4195

318

With Vrogum's Folding
Door we give you endless possibilities. Imagine
opening up entire sections of your home, thus
entegrating your garden,
balcony or patio into your
home.

4113

3253
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D O O R S

4219

3249

3247

4117

4151

3252

4192
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D I S T R I B U T O R

Your Local Vrogum
Distributor

It is very important to have the
customer service
near by …
and you are never far
away from your nearest distributor.
Call Vrogum or visit
our homepage
www.vrogum.dk for further
information.

The Vrogum marketing concept is
based on a firm philosophy; counselling, product quality and service
must form a synthesis!
Thus, over the years Vrogum has
built up a regular network of distributors, both in Denmark and
abroad.
The authorized Vrogum distributor is a specialist, who knows the
products down to the last detail and
guarantees you good workmanship.
Vrogum understands that correct
fitting and adjustment is essential
to the future functionality of your
product.
At your Vrogum distributor, good
service and quality of craftsmanship
is first priority.
Confidence from Start to
Finish
The Vrogum distributor takes part
in the process all the way – from
counselling to final fitting. Therefore you are certain that he always
strives for the right solution – and
Vrogum gives you guarantee on
every product.

Advice
The distributor is experienced, he
knows the Vrogum products and
the wide range of individual options
– consequently he is fully capable of
advising in the choice of the proper
products.
Presentation
The distributor can visualize ideas
and options – by means of samples
and reference projects etc.

Offer
The distributor prepares a comprehensive and precise offer with dimensional drawings – at a fixed price and
with an appointed time of delivery.
Measurement etc.
The distributor carries out the correct measuring – and he willingly
makes proposals to the design.

Fitting
The distributor may either fit the
products himself or recommend a
professional workman.
Please also take a look at the Vrogum
fitting guide at www.vrogum.dk
Maintenance and Service
And … if necessary, the distributor
will also be at your service afterwards with good advice and service.
For further information, we refer to
the Vrogum Maintenance Guide at
www.vrogum.dk

United States

– to
Wood...

– to Vrogum
Windows and Doors

Vrogum – a Window to the Entire World
Iceland

Greenland

Wood provides your home with
warmth, cosiness and atmosphere.
It is a fantastic material with many
characteristics, making it perfect for
windows as well as doors.
Vrogum understands the
importance of carefully selecting its
wood, ensuring outstanding quality
which forms the basis for a long and
problem-free product life.
When selecting the wood, we must
also consider the environment
and future generations – therefore
Vrogum only uses both soft- and
hard- wood but only from
sustainable forestry.

The timber used in the production
of our high quality windows and
doors are all certified under the
PEFC certification scheme.
The PEFC Council (Programme for
the Endorsement of Forest
Certification schemes) is an independent, non-profit,
Non-Governmental organisation,
founded in 1999 which promotes
sustainably managed forest through
independent third party
certification. The PEFC provides an
assurance mechanism to purchasers
of wood and paper products that
they are promoting the sustainable
management of forests.

PEFC is a global umbrella
organisation for the assessment and
mutual recognition of national
forest certification schemes
developed in a multi-stakeholder
process. These national schemes
build upon the Inter-Governmental
processes for the promotion of
sustainable forest management, a
series of on-going mechanisms
supported by 149 governments
in the world covering 85% of the
world's forest area.

Certifified forests produces
millons of tonnes of certified timber
to the market place, making PEFC
the world's largest resource of
certified timber.

Norway

Sweden

Vrogum delivers the product most
suitable for your house – whatever
style or environment.
Vrogum supplies for new builds as
well as old buildings, renovated to
maintain the architecture of days
past.
Individual Solutions
Vrogum manufactures windows and
doors in any size, design or
colour and with the required
fittings. Round, oval, square,
slanting or items in odd sizes
– practically all dimensions are
possible.
High Quality= Long Life
Vrogum puts emphasis on superior
quality, not only in its choice of
timber, but also in the design,
selection of fittings and
manufacturing process. As
durability is essential, Vrogum
ensures longevity through its
environmentally-friendly priming
and surface treatments.
Vrogum guarantees all its products.

Product Characteristics
Vrogum’s windows are manufactured
to open both inwards and outwards,
and are characterised by slim
profiles and narrow glazing bars.
Low-energy glass and silicone top
seal on the outside are standard.
For further technical details and
product information, please contact
Vrogum. You are also welcome to
visit our homepage www.vrogum.dk

The Netherlands

Japan
Denmark

Ireland

England
Austria

France

Portugal

Germany

Vrogum’s reference list is long. Over
the years, Vrogum has been to many
countries, completing many
interesting products.
Years of active marketing on the
export markets have made Vrogum
products well-known in numerous
different countries, under many
different climatic conditions. The
climate makes great demands on
quality, and the use of good raw
materials ensures the p roduct’s
long-lasting and uncomplicated life
in the cold North as well as under the
hot sun in the South.

Product Options
Vrogum offers a wide range of
windows and doors.
As to size, profiles, fittings etc.
according to individual needs and
wishes, you can choose what is just
right for you.

discover
the difference ...

Several years of experience on the
export markets combined with
maintaining good craftsmanship
guarantees Vrogum’s continuous abillity
to offer the perfect solution – adapted
to local architectural traditions.

Take a walk in the forest, breathe
deeply, experience the fragrances,
look at the play of sunlight through
branches, leaves and trees – feel
nature.

Outward opening

Inward opening

Wood is Nature’s
own Product
From the forest we harvest wood,
a living material which deservedly
has been the most preferred material
for construction throughout many
centuries.
Wood is a lasting raw material
which will always be used and preferred.
Best for the Environment
When choosing wooden windows
and doors manufactured from
sustainable forestry or you make
a deliberate choice to protect the
environment.
The content of nitrogen, absorbed
in the wood, thus remains throughout the long life of windows and
front doors and at the same time
as new trees are being replanted
for further nitrogen absorption.
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Special Items

From
Forest…

w o o d e n

w i n d o w s

a n d

d o o r s

Every proccess contributes to
minimizing the greenhouse effect.
Construction Material
of the Future
Wood is functional and flexible –
it is easy to prepare without using
large quantities of energy.
Wood may be disposed of without
unnecessary strain on the environment. Using wood is a wise decision
– also for the next generations.
Wooden Windows and
Doors
With wooden windows and doors
you invite nature into your home
and obtain a pleasant indoor
climate with plenty of room to live
and breathe.
A natural product that lasts year
after year.

